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An ICRC publication

Under the title "ICRC Action in Angola", the Press and Information
Division has published — in French, English and Portuguese — a well
illustrated booklet on the humanitarian work that has been carried on
by the International Committee for some years in Angola. In fact,
though the delegation was opened in that country only in 1975, relations
with the Angola authorities go back much further.

The report states that "since 1972... the ICRC has had regular
contacts in Africa with the Angolan liberation movements, to which
it supplied essential humanitarian aid, especially medical supplies. In
addition, the ICRC delegates several times visited Angolan combatants
held by the Portuguese Army and Portuguese soldiers captured by the
liberation movements. They also escorted prisoners who had been
freed."

The booklet sums up the work of the ICRC, the customary aid and
the medical services, the provision of relief, the transmission of messages
and the search for missing persons, up to the end of last year. There is
a foreword by Mr. Gallopin, President of the Executive Board, who
points out that this work could be carried on only because of the financial
support received from some governments, National Societies and
various other organizations.

... Thanks to this help, the ICRC delegates, operating in the field from
the start of the fighting, have been able to carry on their work: providing
surgery and medical treatment in each battle zone, supplying food and
material assistance to people driven from their homes, visiting prisoners
of war and civilians held by hostile forces, forwarding family messages,
listing missing persons. In short, the operation reported in the pages that
follow has called into play most of the functions exercised by the ICRC
in a conflict.
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At the time when these lines were written, the ICRC was still carrying
on its mission in Angola. Regrettably, humanitarian aid is not the pre-
dominant concern of all members of the international community, and
financial support having been inadequate, the ICRC's resources are at an
end.

Therefore, while thanking the authorities in question for the facilities
we have been afforded, and expressing my gratitude to those who have
provided the means for the ICRC to assume its humanitarian work until
now, I appeal to all nations and to everyone who is distressed by the
conflict in Angola to give us the resources we need to continue.

I hope that the people of Angola, now suffering so much, will soon find
peace and with it the living conditions which every human community
must have for the welfare of its members.
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